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Abstract

A model was developed for the assessment of fragment impact probability on a target vessel, following the collapse and fragmentation of
a primary vessel due to internal pressure. The model provides the probability of impact of a fragment with defined shape, mass and initial
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elocity on a target of a known shape and at a given position with respect to the source point. The model is based on the ballistic
he fragment trajectory and on the determination of impact probabilities by the analysis of initial direction of fragment flight. The m
alidated using available literature data.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The generation of missiles usually follows the catastrophic
upture of process equipment due to internal pressure exceed-
ng design values. Among the several possible causes of ves-
el fragmentation, two accidental scenarios are responsible
f most of the primary accidents resulting in fragment pro-

ection: internal explosions due to confined deflagrations and
LEVEs.
The projection of fragments is one of the more impor-

ant causes of domino effects in industrial accidents[1–6].
ragments are capable of generating secondary accidents at
elevant distances from the primary scenario. Thus, safety
istance criteria and preventive actions to avoid domino ef-

ect can hardly be applied[6]. In this framework, quantita-
ive risk analysis (QRA) may provide useful criteria for the
ssessment of domino scenarios caused by fragment projec-

ion, based on both expected frequency and expected conse-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 051 2093141; fax: +39 051 581200.
E-mail address:valerio.cozzani@mail.ing.unibo.it (V. Cozzani).

quence assessment[7–9]. Nevertheless, the estimation of
expected frequencies of domino scenarios caused by e
ment fragmentation requires the availability of a mode
the assessment of fragments impact probabilities on a
target.

Several sources report data on missile projection du
vessel fragmentation[1,10–12]. In particular, a comprehe
sive analysis of pressurised liquefied gas vessels fragm
tion may be found in the study of Holden and Reeves[11]
that proposed models for the probability of fragment pro
tion, the estimation of the number of fragments gener
and the distribution of fragment projection distances. A
models were proposed for fragment impact probability o
maximum fragment flight distance based on a direct sta
analysis of post-accident data[10,12]. However, these we
developed from the analysis of a limited number of case
tories, mainly concerning LPG vessels. Their possible ex
sion to the study of a generic vessel fragmentation witho
previous validation still needs to be verified.

As underlined by Lees[1], the flight of a fragment is a sta
dard problem in mechanics for which a fundamental appr
304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2004.09.002
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Nomenclature

AD Fragment projection area on a plane perpen-
dicular to the trajectory (m2)

CD A dimensional drag coefficient
d Initial direction of projection of the fragment
D Distance of the target axis from the explosion

center (m)
De Fragment external diameter (m)
DF Drag factor used in[13]
Dmax Maximum distance achievable by the fragment

(m)
Dmin Target minimum distance from the explosion

center (m)
F Fraction of fragments projected at distances

lower than a defined distanceR
fd Domino effect frequency (events/year)
fd,F Frequency of the domino effect due to a spe-

cific fragment (events/year)
fp Primary event frequency (events/year)
g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
HT Target height (m)
k Drag factor used in the present article (m−1)
M Fragment mass (kg)
Pd,F Domino effect probability due to a specific

fragment
Pdam,F Damage probability of a target due to a specific

fragment impact
℘dir Probability distribution for the initial direction

of fragment projection
PF,d Probability of projection of the fragment in a

directiond
Pgen,F Probability of generation of a specific fragment
Pimp,F Impact probability of a specific fragment on

the target
RT Target radius (m)
t Fragment thickness (m)
u Initial velocity of the fragment (m/s)
umax Maximum initial velocity of the fragment (m/s)
V Vessel volume (m3)

Greek symbols
ϕ Angle used to define the initial direction of

fragment projectiond
θ Angle used to define the initial direction of

fragment projectiond

is described by Baker et al.[13]. However, the method pro-
posed by these authors is concerned with the accurate deter
mination of the trajectory of a fragment, and it is not suitable
to derive the impact probability of a fragment. Hauptmanns
[14,15]proposed a valuable and comprehensive approach to
the calculation of impact probabilities of a fragment based

on trajectory analysis. Impact probabilities in a given posi-
tion with respect to the fragment origin were calculated by
Monte Carlo methods, assuming probability distributions for
the initial projection parameters (e.g. initial fragment veloc-
ity, number, mass and energy of fragments, etc.). Neverthe-
less, the study was mainly oriented to the determination of
impact probabilities on exposed individuals and not on pro-
cess equipment, thus the influence of the target geometry was
not taken into account.

Therefore, a general method for the assessment of the
probability of domino scenarios caused by fragment impact is
not yet available. This study specifically addresses one of the
necessary steps within the development of a comprehensive
model for domino probabilities due to fragment projection:
the evaluation of the impact probability of a fragment on a
given target. The study was based on a ballistic analysis of
all the possible trajectories of a fragment with a given mass,
shape and initial velocity. A simplified analytic function was
obtained for the trajectory and was validated using the re-
sults of the detailed model given by Baker et al.[13]. This
made possible a probabilistic approach to the estimation of
the projection distance and direction. The impact condition
was verified taking into account the actual target geometry
and its distance from the fragment source. A sensitivity anal-
ysis was performed, in order to identify the relevant model
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arameters and the accuracy needed for the different
alues. A comparison with data from past accidents[11] al-
owed the preliminary validation of the model.

. Probability of domino effect due to fragments

The frequency of a domino event caused by the im
f a fragment generated in a primary accident on a g
econdary target may be expressed as:

d = fp × Pd (1)

herefp is the expected frequency of the primary event,
d expresses the probability of the following event seque
ecessary to cause a domino effect, given the primary
ent:

. generation of several fragments of defined mass and
during the primary event;

. projection of the fragments with an initial velocity diffe
ent for each fragment;

. impact of one (or more than one) of the fragments
the given target;

. loss of containment of the target caused by the frag
impact.

Each fragment generated in the primary event may c
domino effect with an expected frequency given by

ollowing expression:

d,F = fp × Pd,F (2)
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wherePd,F is the probability of the above event sequence for
a single fragment. This may be expressed as:

Pd,F = Pgen,F× Pimp,F × Pdam,F (3)

where

• Pgen,F is the probability of the fragment F (with defined
mass, shape and initial velocity) to be generated in the
primary event;

• Pimp,F is the probability of impact between the fragment
and a target;

• Pdam,Fis the probability of target damage given the impact
with the fragment.

If the probability that two fragments impact on the same
target is sufficiently low, as usual if a limited number of frag-
ments is generated in the primary event, the expected fre-
quency of a domino event caused by fragments impacting on
a given secondary target,fd, could be calculated as follows:

fd =
∑

F

fd,F = fp

∑
F

Pd,F (4)

and using Eq.(1), the probabilityPd becomes:

Pd =
∑

Pd,F (5)
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3. Modelling fragment impact probability

3.1. Reference system and simplifying assumptions

It is well known that the behaviour of a projected fragment
is influenced by its shape and its instantaneous velocity, due
to the complex interaction of gravitational and fluidodynamic
forces[1,13]. The trajectory and velocity of the mass centre
of the fragment were used in the following to describe the
trajectory and velocity of the entire fragment.

Fig. 1(a) schematises a possible impact condition of a frag-
mentF with defined mass, shape and initial velocityu on a
target. The point O, that is the initial position of the centre of
mass of the generated missile (coincident with the position of
the process vessel that undergoes the primary accident) was
assumed as the origin of the absolute reference systemx′y′z′,
wherex′z′ is a plane parallel to the ground and they′-axis has
an opposite direction with respect to the gravitational accel-
eration vectorg. In this reference system, a vectordof unitary
modulus was defined, representing the initial direction of the
fragment. The vectord has the following components with
respect to directional anglesθ andϕ (seeFig. 1(a)):

d =




cos(θ) cos(ϕ)

sin(ϕ)
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The above approach shows that the probability of a dom
ffect due to the generation of fragments in the primary e
ay be estimated if it is possible to evaluate the numb

ragments that are likely to be generated in the primary e
nd the probabilitiesPgen,F,Pimp,F, andPdam,Ffor each of the

ragment projected in the primary event.
The present study focused on the estimation of the im

robability (Pimp,F) of a fragment with defined shape, m
nd initial velocity on a given target. The development
odel for the quantitative estimation ofPimp,F is an importan

tep needed towards the development of a comprehe
odel for the quantitative assessment of risk due to do
ccidents caused by missiles projection.

The determination of the other two conditional proba
ties needed in order to calculate the overall domino pr
ility, Pgen,FandPdam,F, falls out of the scope of the prese
tudy. However, in the literature several approaches were
osed to estimate these parameters. In particular, the me
f Scilly and Crowter[12] and of Holden and Reeves[11]
rovide an approach based on the statistical analysis o
ccidents in order to estimate the number and the w
f the fragments generated in the fragmentation of ves
n the other hand, scarce attention was devoted to th

ermination of damage probability following the impact o
ragment. Several models are available for the calculatio
ragment penetration on a given target[1,13], but no crite
ia are provided for the estimation of damage probabilit
sual conservative hypothesis is to assume a unit valu

his probability[1].
sin(θ) cos(ϕ)

The initial velocityu could thus be expressed asu =ud.
A second reference system,xyz, was also defined,

hich the trajectory of the centre of mass belongs to thxy
lane. This corresponds to a rotation of the absolute refe

ig. 1. Schematisation adopted to represent the trajectory of a fra
nd of the impact on a given target. (a) Reference coordinate system
epresentation of the trajectory on thexyplane.
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system of an angleθ around they′-axis. This second reference
system has the same origin of thex′y′z′ system, and they-axis
has the same direction ofy′. Obviously, this schematisation
requires to neglect the deviations of the centre of mass due
to the wind and to the possible oscillations caused by rota-
tional movements of the fragment. However, the velocity of
the missiles is usually higher of more than an order of mag-
nitude than normal wind velocities. Moreover, the rotational
movements of the fragment are likely to cause an oscillation
of the mass centre around its main direction. Thus, with a
reasonable approximation, the fragment trajectory could be
represented on a singlexyplane, as shown inFig. 1(b).

Some assumptions were also introduced in order to sim-
plify the impact condition of the fragment on a given target.
As a matter of fact, in the calculation of impact probability
on human targets, e.g. within the calculation of individual
risk, the size of the target may be neglected and the impact
probability is calculated as the probability of the fragment
centre of mass to return on the ground in a generic (x, z) po-
sition. On the other hand, if the probability of impact with an
equipment item as a storage vessel or a column is of interest,
the geometry of the target should be taken into account. In
particular, in the case of equipment having a relevant eleva-
tion above ground level, as columns, the shape of the target
highly influences the impact probability.
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Fig. 2. Angles of impact on thex′z′ plane (a) and on thexyplane (b).

andϕ:

PF,d(θ, ϕ) = ℘(θ, ϕ) × dθ × dϕ (6)

where℘(θ, ϕ) is the probability distribution of the fragment
initial direction. Defining�θ and�ϕ as the intervals identi-
fying all the directional anglesθ andϕ for which the impact
takes place, as shown inFig. 2, the total impact probability
of the fragment F on the target may be expressed as follows:

Pimp,F =
∫
�θ

∫
�ϕ

℘dir(θ, ϕ) × dθ × dϕ (7)

3.3. Probability distribution of the initial missile
direction

The direction of fragment projection may depend on sev-
eral factors, as the features of the ruptured vessel, the position
of the main pipes, the characteristics of the explosion caus-
ing the generation of the fragments, etc. Although the study
of a specific layout may yield more precise information on
the possible directions available for fragment projection, this
approach is not feasible in a QRA framework of a complex
plant. Thus, unless precise information is available on the
presence of preferential directions for fragments projection,
a uniform probability distribution may be assumed. In the pre-
v
b g
b
t n of
ϕ ius
r as-
s with
Thus, as shown in the schematisation given inFig. 1(b),
n the present approach the impact was considered to
lace if an intersection point I exists between the trajec
f the mass centre and the target profile on thexy plane
he target profile on thexy plane, however, is in genera

unction of the angleθ. In the present approach, the dep
ence on the angleθ was eliminated, considering for anyθ
alue a constant rectangular profile (seeFig. 1(b)), defined
y the maximum height of the target,H, and the maximum
idth in the radial direction (equal to the diameter of
rofile if a cylindrical tank with a vertical axis is cons
red). This conservative approximation is partially comp
ated neglecting the actual shape of the fragment in th
act condition. As stated above, only the trajectory of

ragment mass centre was considered in order to verif
mpact condition. This further simplification may be justifi
onsidering that usually fragments are quite smaller tha
argets of concern considered in the present analysis (pr
quipment or storage tanks with a relevant inventory). It m
e remarked, however, that the actual size and shape

ragment were neglected only in order to verify the imp
ondition.

.2. Impact probability

On the basis of the above assumptions, the impact
bility of a fragment F (with defined mass, shape and

ial velocity) on a given target is thus dependent only on
robability of the initial directiond. The probability that th

ragment will be projected with an initial directiond may
e thus expressed as a function of the directional angθ
ious paragraph it was shown that the initial directiond may
e described using the anglesϕ andθ, with ϕ values rangin
etween−π/2 andπ/2, andθ values between 0 and 2π. Also,

he probability distribution may be expressed as a functio
andθ. As a matter of fact, if a spherical surface of rad
is considered and a uniform probability distribution is
umed, the probability of the fragment to be projected
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initial direction d equals the ratio between an infinitesimal
surface dA identifying the initial direction of interest and the
total surface of a sphere of radiusr:

℘(θ, ϕ) × dθ × dϕ = dA

4πr2 = cosϕ dϕ dθ

4π
(8)

Thus, Eq.(7) may be rewritten as follows:

Pimp,F = 1

4π

∫
�θ

∫
�ϕ

dθ × cos(ϕ) dϕ (9)

However, theϕ intervals that verify the impact condition
are not dependent onθ if the simplified impact condition
discussed in Section3.1 is introduced. Thus, Eq.(9) may be
simplified as follows:

Pimp,F = �θ

4π

∫
�ϕ

cos(ϕ) dϕ (10)

Obviously, the intervals�θ and�ϕ should be calculated
on the basis of the impact condition and of the fragment tra-
jectory.

3.4. Fragment initial velocity

The initial velocity of the fragment, required to use the
m esti-
m posed
i of
f re
f tion,
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E ide ves
o : total m

posed in the literature for the description of the trajectory
of projected fragments. A comprehensive review is given by
Lees[1]. Baker et al.[13] developed a fundamental approach
to the problem, based on the description of the fragment mo-
tion considering the fragment acceleration and three type of
forces acting on the fragment: gravitational, drag and lift
forces. The last two were expressed as a function of the shape,
the mass and the orientation of the fragment with respect to
the trajectory of its mass centre. The trajectory of the frag-
ment was represented by that of its mass centre. However,
the model of Baker et al.[13] has two important drawbacks
in the framework of the present study:

• the model needs two uncertain input parameters: the shape
of the fragment and its orientation with respect to the ve-
locity vector;

• the model may be used only solving by numerical methods
the differential balance equations on which it is based.

In a QRA framework, it is necessary to limit the detail
of the inputs required in order to limit the time requirements
and the complexity of the analysis. Moreover, since a proba-
bilistic approach to the problem is of concern in the present
study, the availability of an analytical function for fragment
trajectory would contribute to simplify the problem. Thus,
following also the approach proposed by Hauptmanns[14],
t mple
e otion
o

w ag-
m
f tory
a bove
odel developed in the present approach, should be
ated using specific methods. Several models are pro

n the literature for the evaluation of the initial velocity
ragments[13,16–20]. Table 1summarizes the models mo
requently used and the available criteria for model selec
hile a comprehensive review of these methods can be f
lsewhere[10,21].

.5. Fragment trajectory

The availability of a model for fragment trajectory is
ore delicate step in order to assess the probability of a
ent to impact on a given target. Several models were

able 1
vailable methods to evaluate the initial velocity of fragments

Model equations

u= (2EK/M)0.5; EK =αE

Graphical method. Upper limits derived from Baker et al.[13]:

log(us) = 0.56 log(Ps) + 0.23 cylind. vessels
log(us) = 0.6 log(Ps) + 0.13 spheric. vessels
Ps = (P1−P0)V/(MVa2

0)
us =u/(ka0)

u= 0.88a0F0.55

F= (P1−P0)AR/(Ma2
0)

u= 1.092(EG/MV)
G= 1/(1 +C/2MV) cylindrical vessels
G= 1/(1 + 3C/5MV) spherical vessels

: explosion energy;EK: kinetic energy;MV: vessel mass;P1: pressure ins
f detached portion of vessel wall;R: radius of vessel;M: fragment mass;C
eferences Suggested applications

,16,17] Es < 0.8, all vessels[10,21]

,18] Es < 0.8, pressurised vessel burst, runaway reaction,
internal explosion, gas filled vessel[10,13,18,21]

] Es < 0.8, cylindrical and spherical vessel (ideal gas)[10].

] Es > 0.8, high energy explosion[10]

sel at failure;P0: atmospheric pressure;a0: sound velocity in the gas;A: area
ass of gas;Es: scaled explosion energy,Es = 2E/(MVa2

0).

he description of the trajectory was based on the more si
quations generally used in mechanics to describe the m
f objects with velocities in the subsonic range:

d2x

dt2
+ k

(
dx

dt

)2

= 0 (11)

d2y

dt2
+ (−1)nk

(
dy

dt

)2

+ g = 0 (12)

herex andy are the coordinates of the position of the fr
ent at timet, g is the gravitational acceleration,k is a drag

actor, andn equals 1 in the descending part of the trajec
nd 2 in the ascending part. As previously stated, the a
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equations are only valid for subsonic velocities of the frag-
ment. However, this limitation seems not important, since the
initial fragment velocities are estimated to be usually lower
than 200 m/s[10,21–24].

The terms multiplyingk identify the drag forces exerted
on the object in thex andy directions. In the subsonic range,
these forces should be proportional, by a factork independent
of the direction, to the square of the instantaneous velocity
of the object. The factork is a function of the mass and the
shape of the fragment.

The main problem in the use of the above model is in the
determination of the drag constantk, that is the only model
parameter and that heavily influences the model results. In the
present approach,kwas used as a fitting parameter. A simple
technique was developed in order to estimate the value ofk
that, for all the possible initial fragment velocities, yields a
maximum fragment fly distance equivalent to that predicted
by the model of Baker et al.[13]. This was possible since
the analysis of past accidents showed that most of the frag-
ments generated in the explosion of process vessels are usu-
ally ‘chunky’ in shape[13]. For chunky fragments, in the
model of Baker et al.[13] the following drag factor is de-
fined:

DF = CDAD

M
(13)
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Fig. 3. Values ofDmax to be used in Eq.(17).Dmax (m); u (m/s);k (m−1); g
(m2/s).

3.6. The “minimum distance” assumption

A further simplification of the model, that avoids the
necessity of a cumbersome numerical calculation to verify
the impact condition and to calculate the�θ and �ϕ in-
tervals is given by the “minimum distance” assumption. In
this approach, the probability (or possibility) that the frag-
ment passes over the target is neglected. With reference to
Fig. 2(b), this is equivalent to assume that for all the values
of ϕ higher thanϕmin the impact condition is verified. This
condition is strictly valid only for “high” targets at a “suffi-
cient” distance from the fragment origin. In all other cases,
the assumption leads to over conservative results that may be
used only as a preliminary estimate of impact probabilities.
Using this simplification, the following function could be ob-
tained to evaluate the probability of impact of the fragment
on the target:

Pimp,F(k, u) ∼= �θ

2π
[0.5 − PI] (16)

where no rebounding was considered for negative values of
ϕ, and PI has the following expression:

PI = z1 × Dmin

Dmax
+ z2 ×

(
Dmin

Dmax

)20

+ (0.5 − z1 − z2)

w ag-
m -
t (e.g.
D s
a
u
F
z
a the
hereCD is a drag coefficient, function of the fragment sh
nd of its orientation with respect to the flow condition,AD

he section of the fragment on a plane perpendicular t
rajectory andM is the mass of the fragments. The equiva
rag factork that in the present approach yields the s
aximum distances if used in Eqs.(11) and (12)may be

alculated by the following expression:

= a × DF − b (14)

hereaandbare dimensional constants (a= 0.69 kg/m3 and
= 3.28× 10−5 m−1). Since the orientation of the fragme
ith respect to the trajectory is usually unknown, an ave
alue of DF may be used in Eq.(14):

Fa = DFmax + DFmin

2
(15)

here DFmin and DFmax are respectively the minimum a
he maximum values of DF that may be obtained conside
ll the possible orientations of the fragment. Once the

actor k is determined and a value for the initial velocit
f the fragment is assumed, an analytical expression o

rajectory may be easily obtained solving Eqs.(11) and (12).
he analytical expression of fragment trajectory is repo

n appendix A. This function was used to calculate the�θ

nd�ϕ intervals that verify the impact condition discus
n Section3.1. A specific software program was develop
ielding the�θ and�ϕ intervals as a function ofkand u (se
ig. 2).
× exp

[
z3 × Dmin − Dmax

Dmin

]
(17)

hereDmax is the maximum distance achievable by the fr
ent (dependent both byk and u),Dmin the minimum dis

ance of the target from the fragment source position
min =D−R in Fig. 1(b)) and thez1, z2 andz3 parameter
re dependent on the drag factork and the initial velocity
. Fig. 3 may be used to evaluate the values ofDmax and
ig. 4 may be used to evaluate the parametersz1, z2 and

3 to be used in Eq.(17) on the basis of the values ofk
nd u. Thus, the “minimum distance” assumption allows
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Fig. 4. Values of parametersz1 (a),z2 (b) andz3 (c) to be used in Eq.(17).

direct and straightforward calculation of the fragment im-
pact probability by the use ofFigs. 3 and 4, and of Eqs.(6)
and (7).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Definition of case studies

In order to understand the results obtained with the model
developed, a range of case studies was defined. Fragments
having different shape, mass, and initial velocity were con-
sidered. The values of mass and initial velocities were chosen
in order to well represent the reasonable range of these pa-
rameters experienced in past accidents.

Tables 2 and 3show the fragment geometries used in the
case studies. Several fragment shapes were considered: hem

spherical caps, cylindrical pipes, pipe curves, and more com-
plex geometries. For each shape, several fragment sizes were
considered.

The mass of the fragments used in the case studies ranged
between 40 and 4000 kg. This resulted in a difference of about
an order of magnitude in the drag constantk. It must be re-
called that in the present approach, the drag factork is the
only parameter dependent on fragment characteristics that is
used in the ballistic model.

For each fragment, four different initial velocities were
considered: 50, 100, 150 and 200 m/s, respectively. The ap-
proach described in Section3was applied in order to calculate
the impact probabilities.

Two different types of target were considered: a column
(vertical cylinder with a high height/radius (HT/RT) ratio)
and a vertical atmospheric tank (vertical cylinder with a low
HT/RT ratio). Several distances and sizes were used in the
simulations.Table 4summarises the different geometrical
characteristics chosen for the targets. The importance and
the influence of the different model parameters were evalu-
ated on the basis of the defined case studies. The geometries
considered for the fragment and for the target, as well as the
wide range of initial velocities, resulted in a number of rep-
resentative case studies for the analysis and the validation of
model results.
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.2. Results of model application to case studies

Fig. 5shows the calculated impact probabilities obtai
or two case studies. InFig. 5(a), the impact probabilities
ragment F1 (hemispherical end) with an initial velocity
0 m/s were calculated as a function of target distance f

he targets described inTable 4. In Fig. 5(b), the impact prob
bilities were calculated for fragment F5 (tube curve) wit

nitial velocity of 200 m/s. Qualitatively similar results we
btained for all the other fragments and velocities, and
ot reported for the sake of brevity. In all the case stud

mpact probabilities always resulted below 10−1 for credible
alues of target distances and sizes, and fell below 10−2 for
arget distances higher than 50 m.Fig. 5well evidences tha
he trend of the impact probability with respect to target
ance is almost the same in all the considered cases,
nly slightly influenced by the target shape and by the
etrical parameters of the fragment. The impact probab
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istance. In this region, the lower dependence of the pr

ion distance on the projection angleϕ results in a stron
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ble to cause the impact (see Eq.(10)).

The influence of target size and shape on the valu
mpact probability is important. As expected, higher imp
robabilities correspond to larger sizes of targets havin
ame shape. This is evident if the curves correspondi
argets T1–T5 and T6–T8 are compared. The target s
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Table 2
Types and geometrical characteristics of the fragments used in the case studies (part 1)

Fragment type ID De (m) t (m) L (m) M (kg) k (m−1)
Min Max Average

1. Hemispherical F1 1.6 0.015 – 480 6.6× 10−4 1.30× 10−3 9.8× 10−4

F2 1.6 0.025 – 810 3.7× 10−4 7.7× 10−4 5.7× 10−4

F3 2 0.02 – 1000 4.8× 10−4 9.8× 10−4 7.3× 10−4

F4 2 0.04 – 2040 2.2× 10−4 4.7× 10−4 3.4× 10−4

F7 1.6 0.015 – 240 6.6× 10−4 1.30× 10−3 9.8× 10−4

2. Half hemispherical F8 1.6 0.025 – 405 3.7× 10−4 7.7× 10−4 5.7× 10−4

F9 2 0.02 – 500 4.8× 10−4 9.8× 10−4 7.3× 10−4

F10 2 0.04 – 1020 2.2× 10−4 4.7× 10−4 3.4× 10−4

3. Cylindrical shell F11 1.6 0.015 0.8 466 1.9× 10−4 2.24× 10−3 1.21× 10−3

F12 1.6 0.025 0.8 771 1.9× 10−4 1.34× 10−3 7.7× 10−4

F13 1.6 0.015 1.6 932 8× 10−5 2.24× 10−3 1.16× 10−3

F14 1.6 0.025 1.6 1543 8× 10−5 1.34× 10−3 7.1× 10−4

F15 2 0.02 2 1940 6× 10−5 1.67× 10−3 8.7× 10−4

F16 2 0.04 2 3840 6× 10−5 8.3× 10−4 4.4× 10−4

4. Cylindrical
shell + Hemispherical

F17 1.6 0.015 1.6 1412 4.2× 10−4 7.9× 10−4 6.1× 10−4

F18 1.6 0.025 1.6 2023 2.9× 10−4 5.4× 10−4 4.1× 10−4

F19 2 0.02 2 2420 3.9× 10−4 7.1× 10−4 5.5× 10−4

F20 2 0.04 2 4320 2.0× 10−4 3.8× 10−4 2.9× 10−4

Averagek interval (2.9× 10−4)/(1.21× 10−3)

De: external diameter;t: thickness;L: length;M: mass;k: drag factor.

of the target (higher than 20 m) the probabilities of impact
on targets having similarHTRT values are very near, even if
theHT/RT ratio of the target is not the same. TheHT/RT ratio
only plays a role at limited distances of the target (lower than
20 m), since in this region the value of target radius,RT, is
the more important parameter for the impact probability.

Fig. 6 reports the values of the impact probabilities ob-
tained with the “minimum distance” assumption for the case
studies ofFig. 5. As shown in the figure, the application of
the “minimum distance” assumption leads to more conserva-
tive values of impact probability.Fig. 7shows a comparison
between the probability values obtained with the complete
model and using the “minimum distance” assumption. The
figure evidences that the difference between the two mod-
els may be as high as an order of magnitude, although in a
region where the absolute values of probabilities are below
10−2 for both the models. Similar results were obtained for

all the case studies defined in the previous section. The differ-
ence between the impact probabilities always resulted below
3× 10−2 in all the case studies. Thus, it may be concluded
that the use of the “minimum distance” assumption leads
to conservative results and to impact probabilities slightly
higher than those obtained with the complete model. How-
ever, the much higher simplicity of impact probability estima-
tion by the application of the “minimum distance” assump-
tion makes useful this approach for a preliminary estimation
of the upper boundary of the impact probability values.

The influence of the fragment mass and shape on the im-
pact probability is limited.Fig. 8(a) shows the values of im-
pact probabilities as a function of target distance for frag-
ments F1 and F4 (spherical bottoms) projected with an initial
velocity of 100 m/s on target T5. The curves obtained for all
the other spherical bottoms fall within the curves for frag-
ments F1 and F4, and were not reported.Fig. 8(b) shows the
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Table 3
Types and geometrical characteristics of the fragments used in the case studies (part 2)

Fragment type ID De (m) t (m) L (m) M (kg) k (m−1)

Min Max Average

1. Tube curve 3D UNI 7929

F5 0.32 0.0071 – 40 3.25× 10−3 4.9× 10−3 4.10× 10−3

F6 0.61 0.0125 – 266 1.80× 10−3 2.73× 10−3 2.26× 10−3

2. Tube

F21 0.324 0.0071 0.362 20 4.7× 10−4 4.83× 10−3 2.65× 10−3

F22 0.324 0.0071 0.724 40 2.2× 10−4 4.83× 10−3 2.52× 10−3

F23 0.61 0.0125 0.727 130 2.2× 10−4 2.73× 10−3 1.47× 10−3

F24 0.61 0.0125 1.454 266 0.9× 10−4 2.73× 10−3 1.41× 10−3

3. Half tube

F25 0.324 0.0071 0.362 10 4.7× 10−4 9.70× 10−3 5.08× 10−3

F26 0.324 0.0071 0.724 20 2.2× 10−4 9.70× 10−3 4.96× 10−3

F27 0.61 0.0125 0.727 65 2.2× 10−4 5.49× 10−3 2.85× 10−3

F28 0.61 0.0125 1.454 133 0.9× 10−4 5.49× 10−3 2.79× 10−3

Averagek interval (1.41× 10−3)/(5.08× 10−3)

De: external diameter;t: thickness;L: length;M: mass;k: drag factor.

same results obtained for fragments F5 and F6 (tube curves).
The results inFig. 8confirm that the differences in the impact
probabilities are always very low for fragments of the same
shape and hence with drag factor of the same order of magni-
tude. Differences in impact probabilities caused by the drag
factor for fragment having the same shape resulted always
lower than 3× 10−3 in all the case studies.

However,Fig. 9shows that also the influence of the geo-
metrical shape of the fragment is minimum.Fig. 9(a) com-
pares the impact probabilities as a function of target distance
for fragments with mass of the same order of magnitude but

Table 4
Size of the targets used in the case studies

ID Description HT (m) RT (m) HT/RT HTRT (m2)

T1 Atmospheric vessel 25 m3 4.75 1.35 3.5 6.4
T2 Atmospheric vessel 100 m3 7.47 2.2 3.3 16.4
T3 Atmospheric vessel 500 m3 11.6 3.9 3 45.2
T4 Atmospheric vessel 1000 m3 6.9 7.5 0.92 51.7
T5 Atmospheric vessel 5200 m3 12.3 12.5 0.98 153.7
T6 Column 10 0.5 20 5
T7 Column 20 1 20 20
T8 Column 40 2 20 80

HT: target height;RT: target radius.

with different shape: F1 (spherical bottom), F6 (tube curve)
and F24 (cylindrical pipe). InFig. 9(b), the impact probabil-
ities are compared for fragments having different shape and
mass, but similar drag factors. The figure evidences that al-
most negligible differences are present, confirming that frag-
ments having the same drag factor result in the same impact
probability.

The results inFig. 9 evidence that the influence of drag
factor on the impact probability is limited over all the wide
range of fragment shapes and masses explored in the present
study. The maximum difference in probability values due to
differences in drag factors was always lower than 4× 10−3

for all the case studies considered, even if, as shown in
Tables 2 and 3, the fragments used in the case studies have
differences higher than an order of magnitude in the drag
factor, that ranges from 2.9× 10−4 to 5.08× 10−3 m−1. The
limited influence of the drag factor on the impact probabili-
ties confirms the validity of the present approach, where only
a mean value of the drag factor is introduced in the model,
based on the geometry of the fragment. The above results
point out that errors in the estimation of the drag factor (e.g.
due to fragment orientation) are unlikely to cause relevant
errors in model predictions.
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Fig. 5. Probability of impact as a function of target distance for two differ-
ent case studies. (a) Fragment F1, initial velocity 50 m/s (Dmax 221 m); (b)
Fragment F5, initial velocity 200 m/s (Dmax 567 m).

The influence of fragment initial velocity is well evidenced
in Fig. 7. The figure evidences that the initial velocity mainly
influences the maximum distance that may be reached by the
fragment. However, the probability that a fragment will reach
the higher values of distance rapidly decreases, thus leaving
almost unaltered the impact probabilities at lower distances.
In these zones, the maximum probability difference caused by
differences in initial velocity was always lower than 3× 10−3

in all the case studies considered. This results in curves of
impact probability with respect to target distance that are al-
most coincident for all the range of credible subsonic values
of initial velocities. The only difference is that higher ini-
tial velocities result in non-zero impact probability values at
higher target distances, due to the higher maximum distances
of fragment projection. Therefore, it may be concluded that
the initial velocity is a critical parameter in the determination
of the maximum possible projection distance of the fragment,
but not in the determination of impact probabilities. As a mat-
ter of fact, the impact probabilities at distances lower than the
maximum projection distance are scarcely affected by this

Fig. 6. Probability of impact calculated with the “minimum distance” as-
sumption for the case studies shown inFig. 5. (a) Fragment F1, initial ve-
locity 50 m/s (Dmax 221 m); (b) Fragment F5, initial velocity 200 m/s (Dmax

567 m).

parameter. This suggests that in a conservative approach, the
higher credible initial projection velocity should be assumed
for the estimation of impact probability.

Figs. 5 and 7also show the correlation between the max-
imum flight distance and the impact probability. These data
may be used to estimate safety distances for domino effect
caused by fragments that may be of interest as cut-off criteria
in QRA as well as in land use planning[25].

4.3. Model validation

Holden and Reeves[11] report data on missile projection
following the BLEVE of seven LPG spheres. In particular,
for all the accidents analyzed, the study reports the number
of fragments generated, the maximum distance of fragment
projection and a curve relating the value of the distance from
the explosion,R, to the fractionF of fragments projected at
distances lower thanR. TheF(R) curve, shown inFig. 10,
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Fig. 7. Influence of initial velocity and comparison of the impact probabil-
ities calculated with the complete model (solid lines) and using the “mini-
mum distance” assumption (dotted lines). Initial velocities: (1) 50 m/s; (2)
100 m/s; (3) 150 m/s; (4) 200 m/s. (a) Target T5, fragment F1; (b) target T8,
fragment F5.

was obtained from the analysis of available data for all the
accidents considered.

The results of Holden and Reeves[11] were used to carry
out a preliminary validation of the approach developed in the
present study. The model previously described was applied to
the calculation of theF(R) function for the accidental events
analysed by Holden and Reeves[11], and the results were
compared with the data shown inFig. 10. This was possible
introducing a few assumptions:

1. a number of fragments equal to that actually formed in
each accident was considered;

2. each fragment was considered to have a spherical cap
shape, with a mass equal to that estimated for the entire
vessel and divided by the number of fragments generated.

The latter hypothesis is commonly adopted when frag-
ments mass distributions are not available[10,14,16]. These

Fig. 8. Influence of drag factor on impact probability. Continuous line: com-
plete model; dotted line: “minimum distance assumption”. Initial velocity
100 m/s, target T5. (a) 1: fragment F1 (k= 9.80× 10−4 m−1), 2: fragment F4
(k= 3.4× 10−4 m−1); (b) 1: fragment F5 (k= 4.10× 10−3 m−1), 2: fragment
F6 (k= 2.26× 10−3 m−1).

assumptions allowed the calculation of the drag factors by
the above-described procedure, on the basis of the mass of
the vessel that undergoes the fragmentation.

The maximum initial projection velocity (umax,F) of the
fragments was estimated from the data on the maximum dis-
tance reached by the fragments in each accident. A minimum
initial projection velocity (umin,F) of 20 m/s was assumed. A
uniform probability was assumed for the initial velocity of
each fragment between the minimum and maximum values
estimated. Data used for model validation are summarized in
Table 5.

Fig. 10reports the results of the above calculations. These
clearly point out that the model developed, with the intro-
duction of few simplifying assumptions, well predicts the
distribution of fragment projection distances experienced in
a number of accidental events. This was confirmed by the re-
sults of aχ2-test performed on the results of the present study.
A p-value of 60% was obtained, thus confirming the sufficient
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Fig. 9. Influence of drag factor on impact probability. Continuous
line: complete model, dotted line: “minimum distance assumption”.
Initial velocity of fragments: 100 m/s, target T5. (a) 1: fragment F6
(k= 2.26× 10−3 m−1), 2: fragment F1 (k= 9.8× 10−4 m−1), 3: fragment
F24 (k= 1.41× 10−3 m−1); (b) 1: fragment F16 (k= 4.4× 10−4 m−1), 2:
fragment F4 (k= 3.4× 10−4 m−1).

Fig. 10. Fraction of the total fragments,F, projected at a distance lower than
R. Dots: data from the analysis of past accidents[11]. Dotted line: best fit
of data from past accidents[11]. Continuous line: model developed in the
present study.

Table 5
Data used in the model validation with Holden and Reeves[11] data on LPG
spherical vessel BLEVEs

V (m3) t (mm) NF Dmax (m) k (m−1) umax (m/s)

800 27 4 320 10−3 62
800 27 5 320 10−3 62
800 27 5 320 10−3 62

1200 31 3 325 8.7× 10−4 62
1200 31 5 325 8.7× 10−4 62
1600 34 16 950 7.3× 10−4 123
2300 39 19 350 6.4× 10−4 63

V: volume of spherical vessel;NF number of fragment generated in each
explosion;Dmax: maximum distance reached by the fragments;k: evaluated
drag factor;umax: assumed maximum initial velocity.

quality of the fit of the model developed in the present study
to the data of Holden and Reeves[11].

5. Conclusions

A model was developed for the assessment of the impact
probability on a given target of fragments generated in the
internal explosion of a process vessel. The model was based
on the analytical solution of the ballistic equations for frag-
ment trajectory, and on the introduction of probability distri-
bution functions for the initial direction of projection of the
fragment. A preliminary validation based on literature data
showed that this approach is able to correctly represent the
distribution of projection distances experienced in accidental
events.

The model needs three uncertain input parameters: the
mass, the shape and the initial velocity of the fragment. How-
ever, the parametric analysis of model results evidenced that
the mass and shape of the fragment, that are comprised in the
fragment drag factor, are not likely to have a relevant influ-
ence on the impact probability. Also, the initial velocity was
shown to play a limited role on the values of impact proba-
bility at a given distance, although the maximum projection
distance is highly dependent on this parameter. However, the
r pact
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esults obtained showed that conservative values of im
robability are obtained considering the highest credible

ial velocities for the fragment on the basis of the explo
trength.

Impact probabilities calculated for a number of represe
ive case studies always resulted below 10−1, and were alway
ower than 10−2 for secondary targets at distances higher
0 m. The “minimum distance” assumption, that makes
ible to neglect the actual target shape function in the cal
ion of impact condition, leads to conservative results, w
aximum error in probability values of 3× 10−2. However

t was shown that this assumption allows a relevant re
ion of the calculation effort needed for model applicat
nd may thus be used for a preliminary assessment of im
robabilities.

Therefore, it may be concluded that the approach
eloped is suitable for the estimation of the fragment
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pact probability in a QRA framework, allowing both a pre-
liminary identification of possible “domino events” caused
by fragments and a detailed calculation of impact probabil-
ity, taking into account the geometrical constraints of the
problem.
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Appendix A

In the following the solution of Eqs.(11) and (12)is given
for positive values of angleϕ (seeFig. 2).

• Solution of Eq.(1)

ẋ(t) = u cos(ϕ)

1 + k × t × u cos(ϕ)
(A.1)

x(t) = 1

k
ln(1 + k × t × u cos(ϕ)) (A.2)

• Solution of Eq.(2)
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Ascending part:

ẏ(t) = tan([β − α × g × t])

α
(A.3)

y(t) = − 1

2k
ln

[
α2 × ẏ(t)2 + 1

α2 × (u sin(ϕ))2 + 1

]
(A.4)

Descending part:

ẏ(t) = 1 − exp(χt − 2β)

α × [1 + exp(χt − 2β)]
(A.5)

y(t) = YM + (2k)−1ln[1 − α2 × ẏ(t)2] (A.6)

here α = (k/g)0.5; β =a tan(α × u sin(ϕ)); χ = 2k/α; YM =
2k)−1ln[α2 × (u sin(ϕ))2 + 1]
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